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“George and Harold were usually responsible kids. Whenever anything bad 
happened, George and Harold were usually responsible.” 

 
― Dav Pilkey, The Adventures of Captain Underpants 

 

DreamWorks Animation presents CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS: THE FIRST EPIC MOVIE, 

a hilarious and zany animated feature based on the best-selling author and illustrator Dav 

Pilkey’s beloved Captain Underpants book series. The film centers on the friendship 

between two creative and mischievous fourth-grade boys, who accidentally turn their 

mean principal into Captain Underpants, a bumbling superhero of their own creation. 

Directed by David Soren, the film’s star-studded voice cast includes Kevin Hart, Ed Helms, 

Nick Kroll, Thomas Middleditch, Jordan Peele, and Kristen Schaal. 

 The first book of Dav Pilkey’s 12 book series was published in 1997. The series has 

been translated into 20 languages and has sold 80 million books worldwide. The books 

center on the adventures of George Beard (Kevin Hart) and Harold Hutchins (Thomas 

Middleditch), two imaginative friends who spend hours in their treehouse creating their 

own comic-books featuring a wacky superhero, Captain Underpants. Then one day, when 

their mean principal threatens to break up the friends into separate classes, they 

accidentally hypnotize him and turn him into Captain Underpants (Ed Helms).  

  Kids all over the world have been delighted by the simple and expressive 

illustrations, the offbeat humor, and the clever plotlines of the books, while parents love 

the fact that the books inspired their children to read more. The film, which is DreamWorks 

Animation’s 35th feature project, is based on the first four books in Pilkey’s best-selling 

series. 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/33280.Dav_Pilkey
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3234368
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 The CG-animated movie is directed by David Soren, a longtime DreamWorks 

veteran, who directed the studio’s inventive 2013 feature Turbo and two Madagascar 

shorts, Merry Madagascar and Madly Madagascar, as well as being a story artist on Shrek, 

Shark Tale and Over the Hedge. Soren and his team relied on some of the most talented and 

popular comedic voice talents working in the business today to bring Pilkey’s characters to 

animated life. “This has been a great opportunity to work with people that I know well who 

I really love and respect,” says Helms of his co-stars.   

Soren has great memories of the first time he came across Pilkey’s books. “It was 

twenty years ago, I had just moved to Los Angeles, and I discovered the first Captain 

Underpants book at a bookstore. I picked it up and read half of it right there in the aisle,” he 

recalls. “Years later, once I had kids of my own, we read it again together, then the next 

book, and the next, until we’d devoured the entire series and were sore from laughter. 

Needless to say, when I was approached to direct the movie, I was all in!” 

The film’s producer Mark Swift, p.g.a. was also a huge fan of the series long before 

starting the project. “I used to read to my two older boys, and sometimes, I would find it 

hard to keep my eyes open after a long day at work,” says Swift, who has produced 

Madgascar: Escape 2 Africa, Madagascar 3: Europe’s Most Wanted and Penguins of 

Madagscar during his successful career at DreamWorks Animation. “Then we discovered 

the Captain Underpants series together, and everything changed. I was thrilled because 

these books were really funny, inventive, creative and subversive. It’s rare that you read a 

book to your children that keeps you laughing as hard as they are. I became a big fan of the 

series and really looked forward to reading them with my sons.” 

For producer Mireille Soria, p.g.a., CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS: THE FIRST EPIC MOVIE 

offered a chance to celebrate artistic freedom. “I am proud of the way the movie celebrates 

a friendship that is based on creativity and imagination. In a way, it’s also about kids who 

say, I’m not going to accept conformity or restrictions on my creativity.” 

Swift and Soren share the same affection for Pilkey’s universe, where George and 

Harold spend hours creating their own comic books in their beloved tree house. Soren 

points out that one of the most appealing aspects of the books is that they are told through 

the boys’ unusual perspective. “Although the books are called Captain Underpants, they 

really are about George and Harold and their friendship,” explains Soren. “The boys are 
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telling their story, it’s their narrative. I wanted the movie to feel like they were the 

filmmakers. During the story process, we found this approach to be incredibly successful. 

So much so, that whenever we committed to that philosophy, the moments landed 

beautifully, and whenever we got strayed from that point of view, it didn’t work nearly as 

well.” 

Soria, who also worked with Swift on the blockbuster Madagascar films at the 

studio, says she is especially pleased with the project’s diversity of visuals. “Here at 

DreamWorks, we don’t have a singular house style,” she notes. “There is a great breadth 

and range of artistic vision, and our movies reflect the different voices our filmmakers 

bring to each project. For CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS, we were able to build on Dav Pilkey’s 

hilarious and unique style and visuals. Everything about this movie—the characters, the 

designs, the sets, the animation, the storyline—has a mischievous note and a twinkle in its 

eye.” 

The film’s production designer Nate Wragg, a longtime DreamWorks veteran, whose 

credits include Puss in Boots, The Croods, Mr. Peabody & Sherman and Home, says when he 

first joined the project in 2012 he immersed himself in Pilkey’s world to make sure he 

clearly understood the tone of the Captain Underpants universe. “The big challenge was 

that the books’ drawings are quite simple,” he notes. “They are absolutely charming and 

appealing in their own way, so we had to figure out how to translate them to a different 

medium. At first, we looked at the drawings and noticed that they’re loosely drawn and fun, 

but then we really came to understand the language—this unique style that is consistent in 

all the books.” 

Wragg was also very keen on preserving Pilkey’s particular brand of humor in the 

design. “One of the things that stood out to me when I read the books is just how silly the 

world is,” he points out. “Things like cars, buildings, and store names are always silly and 

whimsical in the way they are drawn and portrayed in the books.  Once we started using 

that logic as a base for all our designs, we really began to find the style of the world for our 

CG adaptation.” 

After taking a complete crash course in Pilkey’s universe and experimenting with 

different storylines and visuals, the DreamWorks team zeroed in on the best possible way 

to bring the characters to life. Their fresh approach and loyalty to the source material aim 
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to put big smiles on the faces of die-hard fans of the books as well as general movie 

audiences. 

 

FROM PAGE TO SCREEN 

 “Pilkey’s books are a celebration of friendship,” says producer Mark Swift. “When 

you look back at your own life, it’s wonderful when you find the friends you love to spend 

time with, the ones who look at the world the same way you do. The book series is also an 

unabashed celebration of creativity. Captain Underpants is a hero that the boys create on 

their own, and he’s unlike any other superhero we have seen on the big screen.” 

The team was able to source various elements of the movie from different plot 

points in the book series. For example, the boys hypnotize Mr. Krupp in the first book. They 

face off against evil talking toilets that are featured in the second book. And the movie’s 

villain Professor Poopypants doesn’t make his appearance until the fourth book.  

For the artistic team, one of the main challenges of the movie was finding just the 

right CG look that would retain the charm and whimsy of Dav Pilkey’s original illustrations 

while blowing them up for the big screen. To help make that translation as smooth as 

possible, the filmmakers tapped Rune Bennicke, a veteran character designer and 

animator. Bennicke, whose impressive credits include Mulan, The Tigger Movie, Lilo & 

Stitch, Asterix and the Vikings and Kung Fu Panda 3, delivered some astonishing early 2D 

animation tests that defined the tone of the characters right out of the gate.   

 David Soren recalls, “We would constantly go back and look at those tests whenever 

we needed to show the actors or a new crew member what we were striving for. They also 

laid the groundwork for our animation style in general and were instrumental to the 

translation of the characters into our CG world.”  

One clear objective was to cut down the level of detail in the designs. “When I first 

came on board, I discovered that we needed to look at these characters as symbols, and not 

worry about actual anatomical details,” explains Bennicke. “They are cartoon characters. 

They have dot eyes. They don’t need realistic hair.” 
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The character designer recalls the very first two animation tests he put together for the 

project. The first was one of Principal Krupp turning into his alter ego Captain Underpants. 

The second one, which involved Professor Poopypants, turned out to be a revelation.  

“It all happened very easily,” says Bennicke. “The Professor asks the class what they 

think is the most exciting thing about robots, and Melvin, the teacher’s pet, says it’s the 

mathematics behind robots. The Professor gets so excited that he floats in the air, and as 

soon as he finishes talking, he comes back down and lands. It’s a very odd notion, and it defies 

the laws of physics, but it works in a traditional cartoony world. I was a bit scared to show it 

to the team, but they loved it and we decided to go for it. It’s a perfect example of how things 

moved very smoothly for us when we were on the right path.” 

Production designer Nate Wragg recalls a particular illustration in the Pilkey’s book 

that really helped him and his team get the right visual style for the movie. “For me, that it 

was an illustration of Principal Krupp, looking angry as can be sitting as his desk,” he says. 

“What struck me as important about this image was that it has a memorable character in an 

important location—united by the same tone.  If you look closely at the illustration, we don’t 

see a lot of detail as it was pretty stripped down and simple, but it was impactful. We wanted 

to keep things simple, maintain the iconic details like the pencil and penholder sitting on top 

of Krupp’s desk. We looked at his desk as more of a symbol of his disciplinary captain’s chair 

and treated the space as more of an interrogation room. This was something that we would 

build on the illustration as we designed the set, all while staying true to the tone of the 

illustration and the story it was telling.”  

Pilkey's shaky illustrative line was another key element the team pulled from the 

illustration as they began the design process.  “If you look at the chair, the desk, the pencil 

holder, there are no straight lines in what he draws,” explains Wragg. “There is a wobble 

and shake to his line quality that we felt we needed to include in our modeling to get as 

close as we could to his illustrative style.  So we built and modeled that wobble into every 

prop and asset in the film.  If you look closely, you won't see any straight lines in the 

models, but you will see Pilkey's shaky line in everything we designed and it really helped 

us adapt his drawings into the CG world.  In many cases, if you look at a single prop in our 

movie on it's own, the prop often looks broken or too wobbly. But when composed in a set 
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surrounded by all the other wobbly props, everything blends together to form a really 

charming and appealing style.” 

The creative artists wanted to avoid the rigid rules of the real world and step inside a 

more cartoony universe and found this very liberating. “A lot of our sets are designed free of 

hardcore logic,” explains the film’s lead visual development artist Christopher Zibach. “We 

always try to find the funniest joke for any given object or circumstance. The goal is to find 

out what makes a prop funny or childish. Of course, the audience still needs to recognize 

what the object is. A water gun should look like what people think of as a water gun, but we 

had to make sure it’s silly and funny on top of it.” 

Many of the movie’s sets and objects follow the loose logic introduced by Pilkey in his 

books. As Zibach explains, “When you look at the books, there is no rhyme or reason why 

certain gadgets do what they do. Let’s say there’s a time machine or a special ray gun that 

enlarges everything: You don’t have to know how they really work. You just have to capture 

that playful spirit that you had as a kid, that your imagination has no bounds. That’s what we 

tried to capture in our design work!” 

With Captain Underpants DreamWorks Animation took the unusual step of 

animating the feature film in partnership with an outside studio, Mikros Image Studio. “We 

had a script and concepts that the studio was in love with,” said Swift, “and we all were 

eager to move forward immediately.” At the time DreamWorks Animation was already 

deep into production on both Trolls and The Boss Baby, which would have delayed the 

film’s start by a few years, but Swift and the rest of the filmmaking team were able to 

convince the studio to consider an outside company for portions of the production 

provided they could duplicate the quality of work DreamWorks would provide.    

“We searched for a studio that shared our artistic sensibility,” says Swift. “I came across the 

amazing work that Mikros Image Studio had done in recent years. I was very impressed 

with the work they had done on Asterix and Obelix: Mansion of the Gods (2014) and knew 

that they were working on The Little Prince (2015). The quality of their animation really 

drew me to them.” 

 DreamWorks Animation did all of the front end work on the film including 

development, the script, the storyboards, the layout and editorial, and then collaborated on 

the animation with Mikros Image Studio.  
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PILKEY’S STAMP OF APPROVAL 

Some believe that the best compliment an author or property creator can give a 

movie’s director and producers is to leave them in complete charge of the adapted material. 

That’s exactly what Captain Underpants creator Dav Pilkey chose to do.  

 “Dav came around the studio a couple of times,” recalls producer Mireille Soria. “He 

has a very interesting perspective. He doesn’t really like movies that are exact 

interpretations of books, word by word, and don’t bring anything new to the mix. He had a 

really good connection with our director, David Soren. They both see the world in the same 

way. They felt like kindred spirits.  Pilkey felt confident leaving the movie in David Soren’s 

hands.” 

Soren says he and Pilkey connected quite quickly because they had the same artistic 

influences when they were young. “We both taught ourselves how to draw by studying the 

work of  [Peanuts creator] Charles M. Schulz,” notes the director. “We both loved The Little 

Rascals. We shared many of the same influences. I think that’s a big reason why the tone of 

the books and the movie feel in sync with each other. Dav seemed very appreciative, even 

relieved, that we understood that the friendship and chemistry between George and Harold 

was central to the success of the series.” 

 “When I first wrote the book, I had imagined it as a live-action movie in my head,” 

says Pilkey. “But then I realized that nobody wants to see a real-life grown man running 

around in his underwear. That would look a bit creepy. So I think it was a much better 

movie to have it adapted as an animated movie. DreamWorks was my number one choice. 

The studio has had such an amazing track record and has been behind so many movies that 

I’ve loved throughout the years. 

 The celebrated author says he also immediately took a liking to Soren and found 

him to be a kindred spirit. “Animated movies aren’t my area of expertise, so I really trusted 

David and his team to do a great job with the project. We both grew up reading and making 

comic-books with our friends, and he really understood the characters and the property 

very well. I have to say that I was really blown away when I saw the rough cuts of the 

movie. My hopes and expectations were really high, and they managed to surpass them all. 

They really nailed it!” 
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Pilkey points out that the main theme of the movie is the sincere friendship between 

George and Harold, and how this friendship and creativity gets them through school and 

life’s challenges. He notes, “Of course, there is a lot of craziness and adventure and a mad 

scientist and robots, but at the core of it, both the books and the movie are a celebration of 

friendship and creativity. When I first drew the comic-book as a second-grader sitting in 

the hallway of our school, it was just a superhero story, but after I turned it into a book 

years later, I added more of my own story and experiences as a misunderstood kid to the 

mix as well. It evolved to become a tale of two kids who have challenges in school, and they 

don’t fit in, and their friendship and creativity get them through it all.”  

The author says he was especially happy that the filmmakers kept the central 

characters of George and Harold completely intact in the animated movie. “I do feel that is 

the core of the series—the books are the celebration of the bond of friendship—and the 

movie has managed to reflect that beautifully.”  

Pilkey was also happy with the fact that the DreamWorks artists understood his visual 

intent. It was also a novel experience for him to see that so many talented artists at the 

studio were drawing and playing with the characters that he spent so many years 

imagining and creating in a solitary way. “He has been supportive of the movie in the best 

possible way,” says Soren, “He’s trusted us.” 

 

A COMIC’S VOICE 

Popular actor and comic Kevin Hart (Ride Along movies, The Secret Life of Pets) who 

voices George in the movie, says he was especially excited to be part of this project. “I really 

wanted to do this movie because Captain Underpants is such a great franchise, and it’s also 

something my kids could really identify with. Both my son and daughter thought that I was 

the coolest person in the world for doing it.” 

Hart believes that one of the most powerful aspects of the movie is the way it 

celebrates creativity. “Kids love to put their imagination to use and be creative.  George and 

Harold are two kids that love to draw and to tell stories. Their stories become reality in 

their world. I love the fact that the movie doesn’t frown upon their creativity.  
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The actor says he enjoyed great chemistry with director David Soren. “I think it was 

important to allow him to stay true to his process. He likes to try different options. So with 

him, I made sure he understood that there is no ego involved. I love the work and enjoy 

perfecting the craft and giving it my all. So our sessions were about getting everything that 

we needed and walking out of there confident that he had everything he wanted to execute 

the scene. David knows what he’s doing and knows how to get what he wants.”  

 For Hart, one of the most fun aspects of the job was witnessing the progression of 

his character. “I really enjoyed seeing George go from a simple black-and-white sketch to 

more complete, color and CG-animated versions. To watch this character that you’re 

voicing gradually become animated and moving is really a special experience. You literally 

see the things that the animators pick up—the facial expressions that they’ve included. I 

loved to see how they built this character step by stem and to witness George come to life!”  

 

A DOUBLE CHALLENGE FOR HELMS 

To play the challenging double role of Principal Krupp and Captain Underpants, the 

filmmakers went to comic actor Ed Helms (The Hangover movies, We’re the Millers, 

Vacation). The actor says the movie gave him a great opportunity to work with Kevin Hart 

and some of his other comedy friends. “Kevin and I used to do stand-up comedy in New 

York back in the ‘90s, and I’m also good friends with Thomas Middleditch and Nick Kroll. So 

the making this movie felt like coming home, working with these talented people that I 

know, like and respect.” 

Helms, who has participated in animated movies such as The Lorax before, says he 

loved playing the characters in CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS. “With animation, you walk into a 

studio and jump into the fun part. You’re performing, and it’s broad, heightened and wacky. 

It’s just fun every time. It’s a joy to come to work.”  

He faced the special challenge of coming up with two different vocal variations for 

Principal Krupp and Captain Underpants. “It was very important to find distinct voices for 

the two so that it was clear which character was on the screen at any given time, because 

sometimes Principal Krupp is wearing Captain’s underpants, and sometimes Captain 

Underpants is dressed like Krupp,” Helms explains. “But because they’re both coming out of 
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me, you also connect them as the same person. Principal Krupp was just a more angry and 

gravelly voice, with lots of rage and frustration, while the Captain is just broad and 

delighted with the whole world.” 

The actor also sings the praises of director David Soren and his team. “One of the 

most fun parts of making this movie was the amount of collaboration involved,” he points 

out. “Most of the time in animated movies, you show up, deliver your lines and you leave. 

David took a more inclusive approach. He knew that the cast—Kevin, Nick, Thomas and 

myself—we were all friends and knew each other outside of the movie. He brought us 

together at times to either record together or watch scenes and give our thoughts and 

notes about them.”  

Helms says he believes that the movie is quite ambitious and unusual in what it sets 

out to do. “It really breaks the mold in many ways. It doesn’t pander to children, and there’s 

a lot going on that you don’t often see in traditional family movies. I think both children and 

grown-ups are going to find something to latch onto, and the movie really delivers on all 

fronts.” 

 

CREATIVE APPROACHES TO STORYTELLING 

One of the delightful ways Captain Underpants stands apart from other CG-animated 

movies of recent years is in how it utilizes several different visual styles and formats to 

capture the boys’ adventures. The filmmakers have included various types of animation 

and even live-action sock puppets, just as the books incorporate comics created by George 

and Harold and Flip-O-Rama—a traditional “flipbook” method that uses illustrations on 

consecutive pages. 

“We wanted the comic-book sequences in the movie to be hand-drawn, our version 

of what a couple of fourth graders would draw,” explains David Soren. “That meant limiting 

our tools to better resemble those used by a child. Using a cruder, limited animation style, 

colored with markers or pencil crayons, all composited in a simple way that could have 

been taught in an Animation 101 class.  The idea was to start the comic book sequences 

using primarily still imagery, and the deeper we go into the actual adventures within the 

comics, the more immersive and graphic we get.” 
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A more graphic and stylized type of 2D animation was also used for the sequence 

that shows Professor Poopypants trying to get rid of the boys’ Huffaguffawchuckleamulus—

the enigmatic part of the brain that appreciates humor! “This section is more fully animated 

and rendered than the comic-book sequences,” explains Soren. “So we feel like we’re 

actually inside George and Harold’s brains.” 

The film moves into its Flip-O-Rama sequences when there is a major fight scene or 

confrontation involved.  

“There’s a battle scene between the giant Turbo Toilet 2000 and Captain 

Underpants, so George and Harold rush in and pause the madness,” says the director. “They 

say, ‘The following sequence has scenes that are so intense, complicated,  and expensive, 

that we can only show it using a technology known as,  Flip-O-Rama,’ then Harold’s CG 

hand comes in and flips the pages back and forth to create the illusion of movement. It 

couldn’t be more basic. Ironically, animated movies are really just incredibly time 

consuming, elaborate, expensive Flip-O-Rama’s.”  

Another visual treat is the use of live-action sock puppet animation, created by 

acclaimed Los Angeles-based studio Screen Novelties for a scene that illustrates how 

Harold imagines their lives would be if Principal Krupp manages to put them in separate 

classes. “The boys are in their treehouse, traumatized by Krupp’s threat. It’s raining 

outside. Their shoes and socks are lying around. The sock puppet fantasy came organically 

from the situation they were in. It was the perfect way to visualize their fears. It also 

opened to door for all the other playful techniques we use in the movie,” notes Soren.  

 

A HAIR-RAISING EXPERIENCE 

Among the major challenges of delivering CG versions of Pilkey’s illustrations was 

creating Harold’s hair—which is usually drawn as this big yellow cloud-like squiggle in the 

books. “We needed to bring the looseness and cartoony feel that the hair has in the original 

illustrations, and that took us a lot of research and time to achieve,” says producer Mark 

Swift. “I love how the hair turned out in the end. It really captures the fluffy mess. You can 

cheat the details in 2D, but in CG, it’s a lot more complicated.” 
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The design team knew from the very beginning that they needed to come up with a 

unique and creative way to deliver the characters’ hair in the movie. “We were aware of the 

fact that we couldn’t do realistic hair,” notes character designer Rune Bennicke. “We tried it 

in the beginning, and it wasn’t pretty. We also knew that we couldn’t opt for the helmet-

hair approach, like some other recent CG animated movies had done. It had to be 

something in between, and I think we found an interesting middle ground. It keeps the 

design and actually represents cartoony hair in a believable way.” 

The team at Mikros used grooming material to simulate the hair using their 

proprietary hair system. “We used the same workflow we used for another recent movie 

we did—Asterix and Obelix: Mansion of the Gods,” explains CG supervisor Guillaume Dufief. 

“There was a lot of back and forth about the look of the hair, but in the end, we were very 

happy with the way the CG version echoed the original drawings. It was cartoony, less 

realistic, and definitely not easy to do!” 

 

THE ULTIMATE SUPERHERO SOUNDTRACK 

The soundtrack from Captain Underpants is an eclectic mix of original songs from 

such artists as “Weird Al” Yankovic, Andy Grammer and Coldwar Kids, as well as containing 

various covers performed by Adam Lambert and  cast members Kevin Hart, Thomas 

Middleditch and Ed Helms. 

Director David Soren wanted the music in the film to parallel the whimsical heart of 

the story and characters. "This is a film that celebrates unbridled creativity and deep 

friendships," he notes.  "I wanted the raw energy and extreme fun in these characters and 

the film's obvious love of artistic non-conformity to be reflected in the song selections."  

Original song highlights include, the “Captain Underpants Theme Song” performed 

by “Weird Al” Yankovic, “A Friend Like You” performed by Andy Grammer, which is based 

on Harold and George’s friendship and “Saturday Song” performed by Kevin Hart and 

Thomas Middleditch, as their characters George and Harold, in the body of the film with a 

full version of the song performed by Nathan Willett of Cold War Kids featured during the 

credits 
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Notable covers include Adam Lambert performing a high energy toe-tapping version 

of Aretha Franklin's popular hit, "Think," in addition to a cover of “Hallelujah” performed 

by Kevin Hart, Thomas Middleditch, and Ed Helms which is featured in the film and on the 

soundtrack. 

  The score is composed by Theodore Shapiro, whose credits include Tropic 

Thunder, Ghostbusters, Spy, and Trumbo. Included in the soundtrack is Shapiro’s original 

music, “Comic Book Opening," “Saving the Day," and “The Prank for Good.' Beyond 

composing the score, Shapiro played an integral role in also co-writing some of the original 

songs in the soundtrack, including the “Captain Underpants Theme Song,” where he shares 

credit with Al Yankovic, Adam Anders and Peer Astrom. Utilizing Shapiro’s score, the 

filmmakers created a fun, dynamic tone that furthered the film’s narrative. 

  

The soundtrack will be released by Virgin Records and Deep Well Records on June 2nd.  
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MAIN CHARACTERS 

GEORGE & HAROLD 

George Beard and Harold Hutchins are the goofy, 

mischievous centers of the Captain Underpants 

universe. The friendship between the two boys is 

the heart and soul of the books and the movie. George 

is the writer and Harold is the artist. Together, they 

hang out making comics in their tree house as an escape from the drudgery of school.  

“They may be pranksters but they’re good kids at heart. They only stand up to authority 

when the authority in question is, well… questionable. And nobody is more deserving to be 

pranked than Principal Krupp,” explains director David Soren.  George (voiced by Kevin 

Hart) is a more of the instigator, while Harold (voiced by Thomas Middleditch) takes a little 

more convincing, but he gets on board quite quickly. “In their minds they are the last line of 

defense against the injustice of their terrible principal,” adds Soren.  

 “George doesn’t have a mean bone in his body,” says actor Kevin Hart, who voices 

the character. He’s a good person that just wants to enjoy being a kid to the fullest. He 

wants to laugh and I think that’s very important as a child. When things do get a little rough 

in this world that they’ve created, he bands together with Harold to try and fix it for the 

good of everyone.” 

 The character designs of the two boys were obviously inspired by the books’ 

illustrations. “The challenge was to adapt Pilkey’s drawings into CG without losing any of 

their appeal,” says Soren. “Our goal was not to change things, but to take cues from what he 

has created. We felt strongly that the designs should retain the same graphic language as 

the illustrations in the books. Rune is incredibly gifted at translating the appeal of Pilkey’s 

drawings and actually elevating it for our CG world. 

Bennicke says when he looks back at the early sketches of the boys for the movie, he 

notices a great evolutionary arc. “They have gone through a little bit of a transformation 

from the first few takes,” he notes. “I can definitely see how they have changed in the 
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process, and I love the fact that there’s evolution in the design. It’s like when you look back 

at one of the long-running animated TV shows, like The Simpsons. You change things 

around until you get the right proportions in the end.” 

 

PRINCIPAL KRUPP 

The first time readers meet Principal Krupp in Pilkey’s first book, 

he is growling at the boys through his office window. He is 

described as “the meanest, sourest old principal in the whole 

history of Jerome Horwitz Elementary School. He hates 

laughter. Hates singing. He hates the sounds of children playing 

at recess. In fact, he hates children altogether!” 

Of course, Krupp hates George and Harold most of all. “He 

is probably the worst principal of all time,” says director David 

Soren. “He desperately wants to make the school a drone-like 

beehive and saps all the fun out of it. He cancelled the 

school’s art and music program so that he could install a 

magnetic automatic door closer to his office.” 

“Principal Krupp is a repressed, angry individual,” explains actor Ed Helms who 

voices the character. “He is lonely, but he has a good heart.  There’s a kernel of goodness in 

him and that’s what we see in his Captain Underpants alter ego.  But unfortunately in his 

life, he’s drift.  He’s an angry kind of unhappy person.” 

The boys, however, discover the secret side of their favorite antagonist in the movie. 

“Underneath all of that, there’s a deep loneliness that we discover after the boys visit his 

house,” notes Soren. “From the outside, the place looks like a house of horrors, but then on 

the inside, it looks like a sweet, old lady’s home. It’s a revelation that humanizes Krupp in 

their eyes. He’s not a monster; he’s just lonely. ” 

Krupp was a tricky character to design because he also has to become Captain 

Underpants, and then a third variation, which is Captain Underpants disguised as the 

Principal — the secret identity the boys assign him so he doesn’t wander around the school 

in his underwear.  
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CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS 

George and Harold first created Captain Underpants in their homemade comic book. 

George came up with the idea first saying, “Most superheroes look like 

they’re flying around in their underwear…Well, this guy actually does! 

How can anyone not love an egg-headed superhero that is faster 

than a speeding waistband, more powerful than boxer shorts, 

and able to leap tall buildings without getting a wedgie? Not 

to mention that his catch phrase is an infectious 

“Tra-La Laaaa!” 

As director David Soren explains, “Our first 

reveal of Captain Underpants is through George and Harold’s 

point of view. Their comic book pages are swirling around the 

principal’s office. As the pages settle, we reveal 

that their creation has come to life. The boys think it’s amazing, hilarious… but it’s all 

downhill from there. Captain Underpants turns out to be a well-meaning trainwreck, 

always doing the wrong things for the right reasons.”   

Completely delusional, he believes the planet is now safe under his watchful eye.  

Lending credibility to the character arc of Captain Underpants is Ed Helms, to which Soren 

offers, “Ed has been such a huge help in defining not just the voice, but the personality, and 

utter stupidity of this character.”    

Helms believes the genius of Captain Underpants is that he is this funny character 

that is delighted to walk around in his underwear and a cape.  “So how do you sell that?” 

asks the actor. “Who could be like that?  Well, he has to be pretty dumb and out of touch 

with reality. That opens so many doors of playing this wide-eyed, happy character who has 

this benevolent approach to the world.”  

The actor adds that he simply loves playing this unconventional superhero. “I love 

the guy,” he continues.  “He’s like just a cue ball with underwear on—this big, round kind of 

blob. He looks ridiculous and wonderful. He could probably stand to lose a few pounds. But 

he just has such a positive outlook that brings a smile to everyone.”  
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Of course, the boys are constantly having to do damage control to either prevent 

Captain Underpants from getting hurt or getting themselves into more trouble.  

In terms of design, as Krupp and Captain Underpants are the same person, the artists 

needed to work on posture and attitude changes. “Captain Underpants is super confident,” 

says Soren. “Krupp’s toupee comes off, and he goes from being hunched over to a more 

upright posture, chest out, and full of hot air! He grabs the curtain off the wall of his office 

and uses it as a cape.” 

There is a third variant to the persona, which is basically Captain Underpants 

disguised as Krupp, when the kids have to make him look normal. “He wears the toupee, 

but it’s kind of askew,” says the director. “He wears the same shirt, but it’s buttoned 

incorrectly. It seems as if his clothes look a couple of sizes too small for him for no reason; 

he finds clothes in general to be restrictive and unnecessary. That’s where the design 

challenge was. We had to make sure the audience could easily tell that this wasn’t Krupp. 

It’s Captain Underpants playing the role of a principal.” 

Production designer Nate Wragg is very pleased with the results. “This is, after all, a 

grown man in his underwear,” he notes. “It was crucial to make him fun and lovable. CG can 

take on a more realistic approach, and we had to make sure that the end result didn’t look 

weird or creepy. When you look at the books, you just laugh and don’t question the logic. 

You have a fun character that you simply want to hang out with, and I think we were able to 

pull that off with our CG version.” 

 

PROFESSOR POOPYPANTS 

Every superhero needs a mad scientist to cause some 

havoc in his world, and in the twisted Underpants 

universe, it’s the unfortunately named Professor 

Pippy Pee-Pee Poopypants from the country of New 

Swissland. Voiced by comedian Nick Kroll, the professor 

despises anything that has to do with laughter because of an 

unfortunate event in his past: He was about to receive a 
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Nobel Prize, but lost it because the committee changed their mind after they found out 

about his name and deemed it too ridiculous. 

The mad genius inventor of a special shrinking and enlarging machine called the 

Sizerator provided the design team and the animators with the opportunity to have a lot of 

fun. “It was a perfect marriage between the unforgettable voice Nick Kroll created, and 

Rune Bennicke’s drawings and animation style,” says director David Soren.  

Poopypants is Bennicke’s favorite character in the whole movie. “I think he is going 

to steal the show,” he says. “Besides his funny name, he is such a classic cartoon character. 

You feel like you know this character—he looks a little bit like a mad scientist. He is a 

complete design dream: No eyes, that crazy hair. Of all the characters in the project, he is 

the one that you can really push. When he gets angry, smoke comes out of his ears. You can 

have fun with the wrinkles and the pinch lines when he gets upset. I had so much fun with 

Professor Poopypants.” 

 

MELVIN SNEEDLY 

Every school has its share of annoying nerds, and Melvin 

Sneedly (voiced by Jordan Peele) is the thorn in George and Harold’s 

side.  He is a brainiac, super snitch and lover of Principal Krupp’s 

mandatory Saturday Invention Conventions.  Melvin becomes 

Professor Poopypants’ sidekick thanks in part to his complete lack of a 

sense of humor.  

“Poopypants discovers that Melvin has no Huffaguffawchuckleamulus, the part of the 

brain that understands jokes and humor.” notes Soren. “Melvin goes from being an 

annoying tattletale, to the missing link in Poopypants’ evil plan to rid the world of humor 

once and for all.” 
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EDITH THE LUNCH LADY 

Edith the lunch lady is the only new character created 

especially for the Captain Underpants movie. She’s a 

wallflower, who spends most of her time admiring Krupp in 

secret. Her messy hair covers one of her blue eyes at all times. 

Voiced brilliantly by Kristen Schaal, Edith is Principal Krupp’s 

hidden love interest. “They are painfully awkward,” says 

director David Soren. “They clearly like each other, but their 

wires have been crossing for a long time. They try to get together, but neither has the social 

skills to make it work.”  

In the earlier versions of the movie, she was more of an annoyance to Krupp, but it 

soon became clear that it would be more fun to have Edith and Krupp share a weird, 

unresolved affection for each other. “They are the perfect match for each other,” explains 

Soren.  “As socially inept as they are, we can’t help but root for them to get together.  

Once George and Harold see how lonely Mr. Krupp’s life is, they decide to pull their 

first ever “prank for good” and help bring the two very strange lovebirds together. 

As the film’s producer Mireille Soria points out, due to Edith’s social awkwardness 

her charms are somewhat hidden. This presented a challenge since the film’s artists needed 

to create a new character design that fit perfectly in Pilkey’s quirky universe, while at the 

same time highlighting her likability underneath her misfit exterior. 

  “If you are not familiar with the books, you’ll have no idea that Rune, our character 

designer, invented this character from scratch. She really reflects the author’s sensibilities 

and is the perfect love interest for Krupp. I think the audience will be rooting for these 

characters to end up together—despite the fact that Krupp is the boys’ nemesis, and 

Edith—well, she is so painfully shy.” 
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THE TEACHERS 

Although there are lots of wacky, browbeaten teachers at Jerome Horwitz 

Elementary School, who do not receive a lot of screen time in the movie but they do make 

memorable cameos. In Pilkey’s world, they all have hilarious names. How can you not laugh 

out loud when you hear names such as Ms. Tara Ribble, Mr. Meaner, Miss Edith Anthrope, 

Mr. Morty Fyde, Mr. Rected, Miss Fitt, Ms. Guided?  

 “Even though Principal Krupp is the worst of the worst,” director David Soren says, 

“The rest of the teachers aren’t far behind in terms of their general uninspired approach to 

teaching. “None would win teacher of the year. And they all deserve a good old pranking!”  

The drawings of the teachers in the books also provided the design team with a 

wealth of inspiration for the movie. “We used the teachers as the model for a lot of our 

background characters and townspeople,” notes production designer Nate Wragg.  

“Our generic characters are based on those designs,” he explains. “That’s how we 

managed to include them in the movie without having them as bigger characters. So when 

we needed a random guy walking down the street, we used Pilkey’s illustrations. We were 

able to mix and match all of these familiar shapes that are constant in the books. There’s 

also a sequence that is a montage of all of George and Harold’s many pranks…and we made 

sure the school librarian Ms. Singerbrains was included. She is on screen for no more than 

two seconds, but it was important for us to include her in the movie even if it was for a brief 

moment or two!” 
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A BRIEF, YET ESSENTIAL GLOSSARY OFVERY IMPORTANT  

CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS TERMS! 
 

Anti-Humor Boy. How the boys depict their nerdy adversary Melvin in their comic-book. 

 

Captain Underpants. Originally a superhero created by George 

and Harold in their comics. After the two 

hypnotize Principal Krupp with the Hypno-

Ring, he thinks that he believes that he is 

Captain Underpants. His powers include 

superhuman strength, flight, the power to overcome 

Spray Starch, Wedgie Power, and 100% cotton-powered 

vision. 

 

Flip-O-Rama. The way certain action-packed sequences are depicted in the movie and the 

books using flip-book sketches and limited 2D animation. 

 

Green Toxic Sludge. The green toxic leftovers from the cafeteria which accidentally give 

Captain Underpants his superpowers. 

 

Hypno-Ring. A toy item discovered by George in a cereal box with which he manages to 

hypnotize and transform Principal Krupp into becoming Captain Underpants. 

 

The Hahaguffawchuckleamalus. The purple lobe inside the brain, which according to 

Professor Poopypants, holds the entire human capacity for laughter. The humorless 

professor would like to destroy this area of all human brains. 

 

Jerome Horowitz Elementary School. The name of George and Harold’s prison-like 

elementary school, which has oppressive brick walls and feels very oppressive, very much 

like a Russian prison.  
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Piqua. This Ohio town, which is also known as the underwear capital of the world, is the 

regular American town in which George and Harold live with their families. 

 

Pee-Pee Diarrheastein Poopypants Esquire.  Yes, that’s Professor Poopypants’s 

complete name. And no, it’s not funny at all! 

 

Poopagedon.  Professor Poopypants and Melvin’s plan to use the giant Turbo Toilet 2000 

to get rid of all the world’s Hahaguffawchuckleamuls and sense of humor. 

 

Sidekicks.  What Captain Underpants likes to call George and Harold. 

 

Sizerator. Powerful tool invented by Professor Poopypants which can enlarge or shrink 

any object. 

 

Tattle Turtle 200. A nanny camera-like spying device, shaped like a turtle which was 

created by Melvin for Principal Krupp. 

 

Tra-La-Laaa! Captain Underpants’ famous catchphrase, 

which he bellows in a sing-song voice, as he swings in the 

air. 

 

 Tree House Comix Inc. This is the name of the handmade 

comic-books George and Harold create in their free time. 

George is the writer, and Harold is the illustrator. They sell 

their comics in the playground for 50 cents. They use the 

school secretary’s office to make copies of their comic books. 

 

The Turbo Toilet 2000. A giant toilet with automatic wiping claws 

created by super-nerd Melvin in the movie. In the books, the boys 

create the toilet and it turns into a villain. 
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Uranus. The planet that was discussed in kindergarten, whose funny name made both 

George and Harold immediately burst out laughing. That’s how the boys discovered that 

they were destined to be best friends forever. 
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ABOUT THE CAST 
If there’s one thing KEVIN HART (George) can do, its sell shoes.  If there’s one thing 

Kevin Hart can do better than sell shoes, it’s explode into one of the foremost comedians 

and entertainers in the industry today. 

After an electrifying performance at amateur night in a Philadelphia comedy club, 

Kevin quit his shoe salesman job and began performing full time at venues such as The 

Boston Comedy Club, Caroline’s , Stand-Up NY, The Laugh Factory, and The Comedy Store 

in Los Angeles. However, it was his first appearance at the Montreal Just for Laughs Comedy 

Festival that led Kevin into roles in feature films. 

Kevin just wrapped production on the remake of Untouchables for The Weinstein Co. 

alongside Bryan Cranston and Nicole Kidman, and he will also release his book I Can’t Make 

This U: Life Lessons this summer. To round out 2017, Kevin will appear in the Sony reboot 

of the classic film Jumanji alongside Dwayne Johnson and Jack Black.  

Hart’s recent movie projects include the animated film The Secret Life of Pets 

(Illumination Entertainment) and the biggest grossing live action comedy Central 

Intelligence (New Line Cinema and Universal Pictures), Universal’s Ride Along 2, which 

grossed over $100 million worldwide, Screen Gems’ The Wedding Ringer, and Warner 

Brothers’ Get Hard. The consummate worker, Hart is also a force in television, executive 

producing the show, Real Husbands of Hollywood which is currently in Season 5. In 

addition, Comedy Central will launch 2 standup comedy series’ Kevin Hart Presents: Hart of 

the City and Untitled Kevin Hart Stand-Up Series.  

In addition, Hart embarked on the multi-city domestic and international WHAT NOW 

comedy tour. Domestically, he sold out 8 tristate area arenas, including Madison Square 

Garden, Barclays, Prudential Center and Jones Beach, selling over 100,000 tickets in the NY 

market. He was also the first comedian to sell out an NFL stadium, selling over 50,000 

tickets in one show. Internationally, he sold out over a dozen arenas in the European 

market, selling over 150,000 tickets, and sold out arenas across Australia, selling 100,000 

tickets. Hart’s hit comedy tour grossed over $100 million worldwide.  
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To round out 2016, Hart wrapped production on Sony Pictures’ continuation of the 

classic Jumanji, alongside Dwayne Johnson and Jack Black, and Universal Pictures released 

the feature version of his comedy tour WHAT NOW in October.  

In 2012, Hart was tapped to host the 2012 MTV VMA’s, garnering much industry 

praise for his appearance, before his next comedy tour, Let Me Explain took him to 90 

American cities along with Europe and Africa - resulting in him becoming the second 

American in history to sell out London’s O2 Arena. Kevin spent the fall of 2012 filming two 

movies back to back: Screen Gems’ remake of the film, About Last Night, and Universal’s 

buddy Cop movie Ride Along, opposite Ice Cube.  Kevin continued his incredible run with a 

starring role in Screen Gems’ Think Like A Man, a comedy based on Steve Harvey's 

bestselling book, which grossed $95 Million worldwide, and had a supporting role in the 

Universal / Nick Stoller comedy, Five Year Engagement, produced by Judd Apatow. 

In September, 2011 Hart released Laugh At My Pain the feature film version of his 

comedy tour (under the same name).   The movie grossed over $7 million, and was 

2011’s most successful film of those released in less than 300 theaters.  The LAMP tour was 

so successful, it catapulted Hart to 2011’s number one comedian on Ticketmaster, and in 

February, 2011, he sold out the Nokia Theater for two nights in a row, breaking the record 

previously set by Eddie Murphy. This lead to the LAMP DVD hitting double platinum in 

February 2012, after being on sale for only a month.   

Other film credits include Little Fockers with Robert DeNiro and Ben Stiller, Death at 

a Funeral, Fool’s Gold and The 40 Year-Old Virgin.   

In 2009, Hart’s one-hour Comedy Central special I’m A Grown Little Man became one 

of the highest rated specials for the network, and in 2010, Hart’s DVD Seriously...Funny was 

one of the fastest selling DVDs, going triple Platinum, aided by and the Comedy Central 

special of the same name, which was the highest rated comedy special of 2010.  

Hart’s other television credits include, hosting BET’s classic stand-up comedy series 

Comic View: One Mic Stand, ABC’s The Big House, which he also executive produced and 

wrote, and recurring roles on Love, Inc, Barbershop, and Undeclared.  
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ED HELMS (Captain Underpants/Principal Krupp) is an actor, writer, and comedian 

best known for his scene-stealing roles on both the big and small screens. 

Upcoming, Helms can also be seen opposite Lake Bell in her upcoming feature 

What’s The Point? The film explores the idea that marriage should be a seven-year contract 

with an option to renew. He also produced and starred in The Clapper, which premiered at 

the Tribeca Film Festival.  

Helms recently wrapped production on Chappaquiddick opposite Jason Clarke and 

Kate Mara. Set in 1969, the film centers on the tragic car accident that killed ‘Mary Jo 

Kopechne’ (Mara) when ‘Senator Ted Kennedy’ (Clarke) was at the wheel. Unsure of how to 

deal with her sudden death, Kennedy turns to his cousin, Joe Gargan (Helms), for help. 

Additionally, Helms will star in Bastards alongside Owen Wilson. The film follows two 

brothers, Wilson and Helms, who after learning of their mother’s reputation for shacking 

up with famous men back in the 1970s Studio 54 scene, hit the road to track down their 

birth father.  

Recent film credits include Love The Coopers opposite Olivia Wilde, Amanda 

Seyfried, Diane Keaton, and John Goodman as well as Vacation, a comedy based on the John 

Hughes cult classic National Lampoon’s Vacation. Helms starred alongside Christina 

Applegate, Chevy Chase, Beverly D’Angelo, Chris Hemsworth, Leslie Mann, and Charlie Day. 

Additionally, Helms executive produced Central Intelligence. The action comedy, which 

stars Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson and Kevin Hart, grossed over $216 million at the 

international box-office. 

Helms is best known for his role in The Hangover trilogy opposite Bradley Cooper 

and Zach Galifianakis. The first installment won the 2010 Golden Globe® for Best Motion 

Picture - Comedy or Musical, and the following three films have collectively grossed nearly 

$1.5 billion worldwide. Helms also starred in NBC's hit comedy The Office as ‘Andy 

Bernard,’ a Cornell grad and a cappella singer alongside fellow Daily Show alum, Steve 

Carell. The Office won multiple awards including the 2006 Emmy for Outstanding Comedy 

Series, 2008 SAG Award for Outstanding Performance by an Ensemble in a Comedy Series, 

the 2007 Television Critics Association Award for Outstanding Achievement in Comedy and 

many more. 
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Additional film credits include They Came Together; We’re The Millers; Jeff, Who Lives 

At Home; Cedar Rapids; and The Lorax, which is based on the famous Dr. Seuss children's 

book. Helms also starred on Yahoo Screen's Tiny Commando and made appearances 

on Fox’s Brooklyn Nine-Nine, Adult Swim’s NTSF:SD: SUV and Netflix’s Arrested 

Development.  

In 2012, Helms launched his production company, The Pacific Electric Picture Co., 

with Mike Falbo. They are currently developing various feature films including Mermaids In 

Paradise to be directed by Jonathan Krisel, Corporate Animals to be directed by Patrick 

Brice, Coffee & Kareem to be directed by Michael Dowse, and Stand By to be directed by 

Armando Bo. 

Born and raised in Atlanta, GA, Helms attended Oberlin College and moved to New 

York City in 1996 to pursue a career in comedy. As he immersed himself in sketch and 

standup across the city and trained with the Upright Citizens Brigade troupe, his craft 

steadily evolved. In 2002, Helms landed the coveted role of correspondent on Comedy 

Central’s The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, where he stayed for almost 5 years, combining 

his loves of comedy and politics. 

Beyond acting and producing, Helms has worked closely with Malaria No More, a non-

profit organization at the vanguard of the fight to eradicate malaria worldwide. He also sits 

on the advisory board for Education Through Music LA, which builds curriculum and funds 

music education in LA public schools 

 

 

NICK KROLL (Professor Poopypants) is an actor, writer and producer.  In January, 

he wrapped his Broadway debut with the critical and financial hit ‘Oh, Hello on Broadway'. 

On screen he most recently starred as ‘Bernie Cohen’ in Jeff Nichols’ critically acclaimed 

film Loving. Other recent film credits include Seth Rogen’s Sausage Party and Illumination’s 

Sing. Kroll had his own Comedy Central sketch show Kroll Show and starred as Ruxin the 

hit FX show The League. 

 

THOMAS MIDDLEDITCH (Harold) can currently be seen staring as the lead 

character in Mike Judge’s critically acclaimed HBO series, Silicon Valley. Thomas’ 
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performance as the shy, entrepreneur “Richard Hendricks” garnered him a 2016 Emmy 

nomination for “Outstanding Lead Actor in a Comedy Series” along with a 2014 Critics' 

Choice Television Award for “Best Actor in a Comedy Series.” The show has received two 

Emmy and two Golden Globe nominations for “Outstanding Comedy Series.”  

 

On the big screen, Thomas will next be seen in Replicas starring opposite Keanu Reeves and 

Once Upon A Time in Venice opposite Bruce Willis and John Goodman. He was last seen in 

Joshy, which premiered at the 2016 Sundance Film Festival and the horror comedy, The 

Final Girls.   

 

In 2013, Thomas appeared in Martin Scorsese’s Oscar nominated film, The Wolf of Wall 

Street opposite Leonardo DiCaprio and Jonah Hill. He also appeared in Jay Roach’s The 

Campaign opposite Will Ferrell and Zach Galifianakis.   

 

Thomas’ other credits include: NBC’s television series THE OFFICE as Dwight Schrute's 

(Rainn Wilson) brother as well as films such as  The Bronze, The Kings Of Summer, The Brass 

Teapot, Fun Size, Being Flynn, and Splinterheads.  

Thomas is a regular performer at the Upright Citizens Brigade Theatre and is a member of 

The Improvised Shakespeare Company improve group. He also regularly creates and 

performs comedy shorts with College Humor. 

 

 

JORDAN PEELE (Melvin) recently made his directorial debut with the smash hit 

social thriller Get Out, starring Daniel Kaluuya and Allison Williams, which Peele also wrote 

and produced. The film earned a 99% Fresh on Rotten Tomatoes.  Previously, Emmy® 

winner Peele was the co-star and co-creator of Comedy Central’s Key & Peele.  The hit series 

garnered over 1 billion online hits, and in addition won a Peabody Award, an American 

Comedy Award, and earned 12 Emmy nominations during its five season run. Peele also 

recurred on the Emmy®-winning FX series Fargo, was a series regular on FOX’s MADtv and 

received an Emmy®-nomination for his music video Sad Fitty Cent.  Peele starred in the 

New Line feature Keanu alongside Keegan-Michael Key, which Peele also produced and co-
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wrote with Key & Peele writer Alex Rubens.  Upcoming in TV, Peele is executive producing 

the new Tracey Morgan comedy show for TBS. 

 

KRISTEN SCHAAL (Edith) can currently be seen starring in the Fox series, The Last 

Man on Earth opposite Will Forte. Kristen can also be seen opposite JK Simmons and Emile 

Hirsch in All Nighter, as well as Lost in Austin opposite Linda Cardellini and Patrick 

Warburton.  She can recently be seen in The Boss opposite Melissa McCarthy, and she was 

also recently seen in the film, A Walk in the Woods, directed by Ken Kwapis, opposite 

Robert Redford and Nick Nolte, which premiered at Sundance 2015. She was also the 

Senior Women’s Issues Correspondent for “The Daily Show with Jon Stewart.”  

  

She voices the character Louise in the Fox animated series Bob’s Burgers, the lead voice in 

Zodiac for Dreamworks, and recently won an Annie award for her voice in Gravity Falls. She 

also lent her voice to The Simpsons. 

  

Other film and television credits include Toy Story 3, Dinner For Schmucks, 30 Rock, the cult 

hit series, Flight Of The Conchords, Mad Men, Modern Family, and her Comedy Central half-

hour special, Live At The Fillmore, among others. Kristen appeared in The Coward at The 

Lincoln Center Theatre, and was awarded The Lucille Lortel Award for her performance. 

  

Schaal is also a published author. She co-authored a sex guide, The Sexy Book of Sexy Sex, 

with husband and Daily Show writer Rich Blomquist. 
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ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS 
DAVID SOREN (Director) previously directed “Turbo,” based on an original script 

he brought to the studio that tells the story of a snail who dreams of racing in the 

Indianapolis 500. He also directed “Merry Madagascar,” the first animated holiday 

television special starring the beloved quartet of Central Park Zoo animals from 

“Madagascar” and “Madagascar: Escape to Africa.” 

 

A DreamWorks veteran of twenty years, Soren has worked as a story artist on “The Road to 

El Dorado,” “Chicken Run” and “Shrek.” He then served as the head of story on the hit 

animated comedy, “Shark Tale.” Soren also lent his vocal talent to the film as the 

unforgettable shrimp. 

 

Soren joined DreamWorks after graduating from Sheridan College, located near his 

hometown of Toronto, Canada. During his summers, Soren worked as an animator and 

storyboard artist at Nelvana in Toronto. His short film “Mr. Lucky,” which was his final 

student project at Sheridan College received several accolades from various awards and 

film festival competitions. Most notably, “Mr. Lucky” was accepted into competition at the 

1997 Academy Awards®. 

 

An accomplished filmmaker and driving force in the animation industry, MIREILLE 

SORIA (Producer) has been the co-president of Feature Animation at DreamWorks 

Animation and also has produced the successful Madagascar franchise, including three 

films that collectively have grossed nearly $1.9 billion at the worldwide box office. During 

her illustrious career at DreamWorks Animation, Mireille has produced Home starring the 

voices of Rihanna and Jim Parsons, the Academy Award®-nominated animated adventure 

Spirit: Stallion of the Cimarron and Sinbad: Legend of the Seven Seas. In addition to these 

features, Mireille co-executive produced the Fox/DreamWorks Animation animated series 

Neighbors from Hell for TBS.   
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Prior to joining DreamWorks Animation, Mireille held a producing deal at Fox Family 

Pictures, where she produced the modern fairy tale Ever After: a Cinderella Story, starring 

Drew Barrymore and Anjelica Huston, which has since gone on to be adapted for the stage. 

Mireille also executive-produced the Disney Channel horror comedy, Under Wraps, during 

her post as Vice President of Features at Disney. While at Disney, she also oversaw the 

development and production of such projects as The Mighty Ducks and its two sequels, Cool 

Runnings and the live-action version of Rudyard Kipling’s The Jungle Book. 

 

MARK SWIFT (Producer) produced Penguins of Madagascar, Madagascar: Escape 2 

Africa and Madagascar 3: Europe’s Most Wanted. He co-produced Bee Movie and served as 

associate producer on the Academy Award®-nominated Shark Tale. In addition to his 

feature film credits, Mark produced the 2005 short “The Madagascar Penguins in: The 

Christmas Caper”. 

 

Mark joined DreamWorks Animation in 1995 as one of the key production supervisors 

during the company’s early years. He first served as the animation production supervisor 

on the traditionally animated epic adventure The Prince of Egypt. He later became 

production manager for the animated adventure The Road to El Dorado, and then went on 

to work on the action adventure Sinbad: Legend of the Seven Seas. 

 

Mark got his start in animation nearly 25 years ago as a runner at Steven Spielberg’s 

Amblimation Studio in London. While in London, he worked on the features An American 

Tail: Fievel Goes West, We’re Back! A Dinosaur’s Story and Balto. Swift grew up in 

Birmingham, England, and attended Manchester University, with a course focus in 

economics. 

 

 


	A more graphic and stylized type of 2D animation was also used for the sequence that shows Professor Poopypants trying to get rid of the boys’ Huffaguffawchuckleamulus—the enigmatic part of the brain that appreciates humor! “This section is more fully...

